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Library flood damages
estimated at $40,000

Human yo-yo

Officials will ask CSU for emergency funds
By Rob Lyon
Daily staff writer
Damage estimates from the March
4 flood in Clark Library are rising,
and so is the temperature in the
The cost to repair damaged equipment in the library’s basement could
run as high as $40,000, said Ruth
Hafter, director of Clark Library.
and conditions in the building will
remain uncomfortable because of
damage to the ventilation system.
"It’s been hot as hell in the building," Hafter said. "It’s been unbelievable."
To pay for the damage. SJSU will
appeal to the California State University Chancellor’s Office for emergency funds. Hefter said.
"This is an emergency, no question," Hefter said. "This building
can’t function without a ventilation
system."
The chancellor’s office has special
funds available for emergencies, she
said.
SJSU would receive the emergency money front the state’s system -wide repair funds, according to
Mo Qayoumi, associate executive

Mike Deemer Daily staff

Mary Hulet of Morgan Hill climbs back to safety
after throwing herself off a bridge, with only a

photographer

bungee cord to save her from certain death. See
page 4 for the complete story.

Trustees approve fee increase
CSU decision follows governor’s state budget proposal
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer
The California State University
trustees approved a 10 percent increase in state university fees
Wednesday.
The decision came nearly two
months after the governor released
his state budget proposal containing
the fee hike.
The trustees’ vote only affected
the "university fee." which is the
largest portion of registration costs
students pay each year. SJSU students who currently pay $684 annually in university fees will pay
$750 next year.
The trustees initially proposed a
3.6 percent jump in university fees,

according to literature distributed by
the California State Students Association.
However, they were compelled to
approve the larger increase to avoid
cuts in programs and services, said
Janice Walker. coordinator of media
relations for the CSU chancellor’s
office.
The trustees will decide in May
whether to approve a 21 percent increase in non-resident fees, according to Walker. They will also vote
on raising application fees front $45
to $55, she said.
In addition to these increases, the
governor has proposed raising miscellaneous fees such as library fines
and transcripts, according to CSSA

documents.
The trustees will not be voting on
the unidentified increases, Walker
said.
Student offices from around the
state oppose the increases because
the revenue they generate will not he
used to enhance university services.
Raising the fees is tantamount to
taxing students to balance the state
budget, said Leigh Kinnsse, director
of California state affairs.
The university fee increase will
generate $21 million in revenue that
will be channeled directly into the
State General Reserve. CSSA documents say.
If the other fee hikes are also apSee FEE, page 9

’This is an
emergency. This
building can’t
function without
ventilation.’
Ruth Hefter,
Clark Library director

vice president for Facilities. Development, and Operations. Qayoumi is
coordinating repairs for the library.
The emergency funds will "cover
half of the cost," he said.
The rest of the money will come
from annual special repair funds at
SJSU, he said. These funds are normally used for other projects, he
said.
This will he a problem, Qayoumi
said, because the annual funds are

inadequate to begin with," and
could jeopardize other repair projects.
The ventilation system on the east
side of the building failed when a
water main broke March 4 and filled
the library’s basement with five to
six feet of water.
This larger flood occurred less
than 24 hours after a smaller flood
on the west end of the library threatened to damage equipment in the
basement.
A man drilling a hole in a staff elevator for the installation of a sump
pump had to abandon his equipment
when an excessive amount of
groundwater came surging through
the hole.
SJSU plumbers were able to pump
out the water, though, and prevented
any damage.
The basement suffered heavy
damage and contributed to uncomfortable conditions in the library,
Hefter said.
Part of the sy stein, though, has
been "patched up." restoring the
system to 90 percent capability. Rut
it hasn’t helped \,ery much, Hafter
See LIBRARY page 9

REAL candidates cry foul;
independents cite unity,
student preference as keys
By Joel Beers
Daily staff writer
It takes only two minutes to walk from the house on
Tenth Street to the one on San Fernando.
But the people who gathered last Thursday night at
Responsible Alliance (REAL) Chairman Terry McCarthy’s Tenth Street home, and those who celebrated at an
independent party on San Fernando, were separated by
much more than time and distance.
REAL candidates at McCarthy’s house were forced
to deal with the knowledge that their party had suffered a
potentially crippling loss in the A.S. elections.
Their immediate reactions ranged from mild disgust
to hitter shock.
But the independent candidates who flocked to
Beckie Six’s San Fernando residence had a much different reaction.
"We received a mandate from the student body,"
said President-elect Scott Santandrea, who will take over
in mid -May.
"I maintained all along that this was a referendum on
the REAL party. and the way that the students spoke
shows their dissatisfaction with A.S. politics the last
three years," he said.
"The will of the students prevailed, as it should,"
current A.S. President McCarthy said. "Whether they

were misled or not, the tact remains that the independents are in office."
Santandrea, who defeated RF.AL’s Jennifer Jo
Kessler by nearly 4(1) votes, said he was surprised by the
large difference.
"I thought it’d be much closer." he said. "Rut I
think some of IRF.AL’s) tactics reall. backfired and they
failed to understand the mentality of the soters
Although individual candidates had their own views
on the independent landslide, a four-sided theme ran
through most of the comments.
An unprofessional campaign, independent unity and
mobilization. a desire among students for change after
three years of REAL power, and election coverage in the
Spartan Daily were invariably mentioned as contributing
to the landslide, they said.
McCarthy was one of the most vocal critics of the
Spartan Daily’s coverage.
’Throughout the semester, the Daily used REAL as
a catch label for anything controversial." he said. "Most
of the things had nothing to do with REAL hut were individuals in student government. I thought that was very
inappropriate.’’
REAL controller candidate Mimi Amutan also
blamed the party’s defeat on negative press coverage.
See RF’ACTION. page 8

Women’s Week

Preachers face hecklers,
Former swimsuit model exposes media rape warn
students about hell

By 1.1sa Elmore
Daffy staff writer
Images of women being raped,
beaten and otherwise demeaned have
become conmionplace and acceptable in advertising and pornography,
according to Ann Simonton.
"Advertisers are constantly playing with fantasy and reality. They
want us to mix it up," said Simonton, coordinator of Media Watch. a
Santa Cruz -based organization dedicated to improving the image of
women in the media.
Simonton, a former model who
appeared on the cover of the 1974
Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue,
presented a disturbing slide show to
10 of them
about 50 people

men
Thursday in the Student
Union ballroom.
An average person sees about 1,500 advertisements a day, she said.
"We are fools to think the media
does not define our attitudes and behavior to some degree," Simonton
said.
One image, which came from the
cover of the heavy metal rock album
’’Appetite for Destruction.’’ hangs
in the Chicago Aft Museum. It
shows a woman lying in an alley.
Her shirt is torn to expose one
breast. Her underpants are pulled to
her knee. Her head is thrown hack in
agony. She has obviously just been
raped.
Another slide, a cartoon appearing

in Hustler Magazines May 1984
edition, condones incest.
It shows a father behind his
daughter with his hands in her pants
and his tongue in her ear. She is talking on the phone saying, "Gee, I’d
love to go to the drive-in. Tommy,
but my dad has some, uh, extra
household chores for me tonight."
Make-believe advertisements and
pornography which combine sex
with violence have tragic real -life
consequences. Simonton said.
For example, a photograph appearing in Hustler’s January 1983
edition depicts a woman being gang raped on a pitol table in a workingclass bar.
Three months after this issue ap-

peared. a woman was actually gang raped in a Massachusetts workingclass bar. The movie "The Ac
cused" was based on this incident.
Simonton herself was gang -raped
at knife point on her way to work as
a model in New York, she said, but
continued to model for eight years
because it gave her financial inde
pendence.
In the December 1984 issue ol
Penthouse, dedicated to "Asian
bondage," an Asian woman was
shown bound, gagged and hanging
from a tree, lynch -mob style. Three
months after the release of this issue.
an 8 -year -old Asian girl in North
Carolina was raped, killed and hung
See MEDIA, page 8

By Mike de Give
Special to the Deity
Undaunted by a crowd of heckling students, members of Campus Ministries U.S.A. preached
for at least six hours between the
Student Union and the A.S. print
shop Friday.
"If you don’t come to repentance, you’ll perish in hell,"
warned Brother Jed Smock in a
booming voice.
Students laughed. Many tooted
coins at his feet.
Smock, a fonner history instructor at the University of Wisconsin, is used to this treatment.

He has taken his sermon to MOM
than 500 ,iniversities in every
state amp! Alaska, he said.
Al one poMt during his speech,
he Maseiessasi spending eternity in
hell.Onat student walked up to
speaking about five
his face, yelled
"Pb
aletnity," and walked
MOP Ite cstoria
Smock responded that
Una **watching.
Qtaral_ got a big video. On
14141PMetettkly, the screen’s going
to be pulled down." Smock said.
Mft students who disagreed
Set PREACHERS, puge 9
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An impatient patient

Mound of muck
Right next to the $38 million wRECk Center lies the
symbol of the mismanaged, over-budgeted structure.
A slimy patch of muck, the size of a basketball
court.
Left as a permanent reminder to students of the
contracting ineptitude our money is supporting, the
patch lies adjacent to one of the busiest pedestrian
routes on campus.
After students, faculty, and staff leave the Seventh
Street Garage
and traverse W.
San
Carlos
Street, they
must confront
"the
patch"
marking the
south entrance
to SJSU.
The patch is
currently
a
Andrew H.
of
means
Channing
changing white
sneakers
to
black and a recreational outback of sorts for people late
to class.
Each morning, students contemplate whether to
walk around the murky lot or save the 30 seconds by
taking the sticky slime head on.
One such student, a well-dressed female, fell into
the murky slime in her haste to get to class.
She got up dripping and filthy, her skirt ruined.
"This patch is a disgrace to the university, and so is
that," said the infuriated pupil, her fists clenched,
pointing at the fenced-in wRECk Center."
Since there are no plans to change the stye, why not
give the area an official name?
The SJSU Mud Bath.
Bill it as a European-style mud massage facility.
Here’s a potential ad: "The SJSU mud bath will
intensify lower back pain, enhance skin tone (toward
something dirtier) and aid in restoring necessary fluids
back to the skin (if you consider acid rain a necessary
fluid)."
The university could rent it out to sports teams and
charge them a S1000-a-night fee. The influx of funds
might help case the consciences of newly elected A.S.
officials.
Andrew II ChanninA, is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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Letters to the Editor

Coercion, not rescue
Editor,
Ms. Elmore offered the opinion
that anti -abortion groups that
blockade Planned Parenthood and
similar organizations are "defeating
their own purpose." I suspect that
the reason is that many people fail
to understand clearly what the
purpose of these groups actually is.
A clue to their true motives can
be seen in the fact that (as Ms.
Elmore pointed out) these groups
also prevent women and men from
obtaining other sexually-oriented
services, such as contraception and
sexually -transmitted
disease
screening. If these groups’ sole goal
was really to halt abortion, they
should indeed support birth control
as a means toward lowering the
number
of
unwanted
pregnanciesthe pregnancies most
likely to end in abortion. The fact
that they do not support
contraception suggests that their
true aim is more sweeping.
The motive that I am attributing
to these groups is, of course, moral
in nature: a desire for others
(preferably everyone) to share the
same moral values that they hold.
Sadly, many people feel the need to
achieve this by coercing people into
accepting these values (or at least
legislating people into living by
them).
This
would
be
understandable if they were
concerned about the creation of a
moral climate that was adverse to
themselves.
But this never seems to be the
case. You never hear someone ask
for abortion to be outlawed so that
they won’t be tempted to use it as a
way to make up for a past mistake.
It’s always a desire for the other
person to stop doing whatever it is
they find offensive.
The most fascinating aspect of
this is that it’s most often done in
the name of one of history’s least
coercive people: Jesus Christ. Why
do I have difficulty imagining
Christ barricading a place where
frightened teenaged young women
can receive counseling and support?
Or of him bombing a building
because a practice that he disagreed
with was being conducted inside,
even when innocent bystanders can
get hurt in the process?
So, Lisa Elmore, while I can
share your amazement and
frustration, I have to maintain that
these groups are not "defeating"
their true purpose. Unfortunately,
they are all too often accomplishing
it in a most preemptive and
unChristian manner.
Derek Hiemforth
Sophomore
History

Rescue rebuttal
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Editor,
The reason Operation Rescue
participants sit in front of clinics
Planning
such
as Family
Planned
Alternatives
and
Parenthood is to stop abortions from
taking place, not to stop people
from getting birth control. In Ms.
Elmore’s article she says that many
women would not be able to get
"protection" if it weren’t for these
clinics. I wonder if Ms. Elmore has
forgotten her local drugstore, where
a variety of contraceptive

paraphernalia is available over the
counter to the general public. There
are other options aside from the
drugstore: neighborhood medical
clinics, which do not perform
abortions, or just about any public
hospital offers contraceptives to
those who request them.
Concerning the meeting on the
"Future of Abortion," I would like
to clarify a few colorfully
exaggerated statements given by
Diane Workman, president of
Family Planning Alternatives and
head of the Sunnyvale clinic. She
maintains that a tactic of Operation
Rescue is to send the first wave of
terrorist/rescuers, who are all men
and big linebacker types, who will
push and shove their way through
anything to sit in front of the clinic.
I am not a man, nor am I quite
linebacker material. I am 19 years
old, 5 feet 4 inches tall and weigh
123 pounds. Yet I was in the "first
wave" and in fact the fourth person
to be seated in front of the clinic
doors. If any people were abusive
they were the pro-choice advocates
already outside the clinic when
Operation Rescue arrived.
A final thing that bothered me
during the meeting was when a
faculty member of SJSU, whose
name I will not mention, boasted of
tearing down and defacing an
Operation Rescue poster I put up.
The members of the panel and most
of the audience chuckled. So much
for free specch.This action is very
much akin to book burning. Just
because one does not like what is
said gives them no right to destroy
or deface it. If one does not like
what is said, make your own poster
or write your own book with an
opposite point of view.
I am not a terrorist nor a
religious fanatic, and I resent being
called either. I am simply a person
who bcleives the inalienable right to
live every human being has should
not be stripped away from anyone
at the whim of another, be they
male or female.
Cheryl L. Lootens
Sophomore
Liberal Studies

Not a miracle
Editor,
Having grown up as a Mormon
and in a world filled with Mormons,
I have an insight into their beliefs.
Sallie Mattison, although she is now
a Mormon, obviously has none.
Mormons don’t believe that God
gives them money on the street just
because they pray for it. They do
believe that if they live the way they
believe to be "right," opportunities
will be provided for them to take
care of themselves. This means that
they may get a temporary job, or
they may be able to sell something
to get the money they need, or
whatever. Mormons do not believe
that just by praying you get what
you need. They work for what they
get, the way most people in this
world do.
I’m no longer a Mormon because
I choose not to be. But I’m not
bashing them. Mormons are no
more wrong in their beliefs than are
Catholics, Protestants, "Christians,"
or any other religious group. But
every religious group has members
who twist and skew their messages,
giving that religion a bad name.

Sallie Mattison, whether she meant
to or not, did just that with her
column.
Sallie, if you really think that
God gave you that money, then
you’re probably teaching your kids
to pray for a horsey.
Bob Stockwell
Junior
Journalism/Art

No interesting crime
Editor, Daniel Vasquez shows a true
lack of creativity with his March 2
column on crime at SJSU. Good
journalists know how to find
interesting, positive material to
report on. You, however, seem to
get your thrills from glorifying
crime.
Reporting that there is a lack of
something in a society usually
refers to a deficiency, which is
negative. You reported that there is
a lack of big-time crime and that
"campus criminals show a real lack
of creativity and ambition." You
inferred that they should think of
more injuresome crimes. Only a
deranged person would think that a
society lacks because it does not
have crime.
Any journalist knows that his
stories have an impact on people,
and often writes to influence those
people. But only a complete
imbecile would write to influence in
such a way that would negatively
affect society.
Fortunately, the criminals you
referred to are probably too ignorant
to read. Therefore, I have hope that
your article will not have any effect
toward future crimes at SJSU.
Perhaps if you were the victim of an
"interesting" crime, you wouldn’t
have such a need for violence. In
the future, please think twice before
writing another ignorant article.
Mrs. MacArthur
Senior

Learn the faith
Editor,
Isn’t it refreshing to know that
people like Mr. DeVries will
continue to persecute institutions
that they apparently know nothing
about, using terms of which they are
equally ignorant?
A cult is defined by the
dictionary as being "a formal
religious veneration." If that is the
definition I would think that almost
all churches fall into the "cult"
category.
I have never heard that the
Mormon Church offers the most
financial reward, and I have been a
member all of my life. When a
person is approached by a member
of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, the real name of
the Church, no on e is informed that
their conversion will net them
financial gain; what converts are
promised is spiritual gain.
Another letter in the same issue
accused the Spartan Daily of not
supporting the Constitution by
allowing Sallie Mattison to write
her column on her personal
religious beliefs. Did it ever occur
to Mr. Lundy that not allowing her
free speech is a violation of her
constitutional rights? He was
equally free not to read her column.
Amber Wintle
Liberal Studies

patience is a virtue, but not necessarily
one of mine.
Impatience, in me, is not so much
a deficiency in my character as it is a
style. Anticipation causes eagerness and
excitement to well up within. Enthusiasm
reaches a feverish pitch before finally
bubbling over.
Other times, I am restless and anxious.
My impassioned nature bursts forth as
stress, centering in the region of my
pancreas.
This trait emerges as a shortcoming
when I am ill, because then I must deal
with the medical profession. Frankly,
when it comes to doctors, I have no
patience.
Take last week, for instance.
It became necessary for me to seek
medical attention concerning an illness
I’ve had for some time. Unfortunately, my
doctor saw fit to send me to San Jose
Hospital for tests.
Upon arrival, I was told to "have a
seat." I hate it when I’m told to "have a
seat," because it implies that I am going to
have to wait.
I don’t wait well. Especially when I’m
in pain.
But I sat down. Twenty minutes later, I
was up again.
They told me "it would be a few
minutes, just have a seat." Grrrr.
An hour later I was admitted, all
pertinent information taken, and shown to
a cubicle to wait for the doctor.
"Lie down, it will just be a few
minutes."
I fell asleep, but woke up 40 minutes
later. No doctor.
1 asked the nurse to page the doctor
again.
"The doctor will be right with you."
Half an hour later, no doctor.
I asked again. And again. Finally, at
straight up six o’clock, I grabbed my bag
and left, untested, untreated, and
thoroughly pissed off.
But sometimes a demanding nature is
an asset.
When Tiffany, my 8-year-old, fell
while roller skating, she cut her wrist.
The wound required stitches.
With my insurance, I must first call our
clinic to determine an emergency. After
much discussion about whether the
problem could be treated at the clinic, it
was finally decided that she should indeed
go to the emergency room.
The nurse suggested San Jose Hospital;
I preferred Santa Clara Valley Medical
Center, since it was right up the street.
She agreed.
When I arrived, however, my worst
waiting nightmare came true.
The reception nurse told me there
would be a three-hour wait before Tiffany
would even be seen, and longer still until
she would be treated. She blithely
directed me in the direction of the waiting
room, the largest hospital waiting room I’d
ever seen, filled to capacity.
Impatience kicked in. Seething silently
at the situation, I sought a pay phone. The
nurse originally suggested San Jose
Hospital, so why not try there? I called
for that bureacratic permission, and we
were off.
It took nine minutes to get to San Jose
Hospital. Luckily, I found a parking spot
right on the street by the emergency room.
Even more luckily, I had change for the
parking meter. I purchased 90 minutes of
time and hustled my daughter inside.
I stopped short in amazement. There
was no one in the waiting room!
They whisked her in, stitched her up,
and released us a short time later. As I
helped my daughter into the car, I glanced
at the parking meter. The needle pointed
at 45 minutes.
I know that my impatience tends to
create more havoc than heaven for me,
and occasionally I even envy those of a
calm, composed, steady and serene nature.
At such times, I turn to my Heavenly
Father for help in acquiring a more
accepting attitude. But he, in his infinite
wisdom, has chosen not to answer my
prayers. Yet.
But until he does, I’ll keep asking God
to grant me patience. And, God, please
give it to me right now.
Sallie Mattison is the Assigning
Editor/News.
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Week finishes with alarming statistic Easy rider
’Very ccnservative’ FBI report says four women are beaten every minute

By Steven Must
Daily staff writer
"A woman a battered every 15
seconds." Mak Knipper paused,
reading the reaction of the crowd
that had filled the Almaden Room
beyond capaciv. "This is an FBI
statistic and wefeel it is very conservative.’’
Knipper, wko identified himself
as a "recoseung batterer." led a
panel discussion called "Men’s Alternatives to Violence" Friday
morning in the Student Union. The
panel conclued a week-long series
of Women’s Veek events at SJSU.
"Four thausand women die of
battery even, year," Knipper said.
"The unfortinate reality is that men
perpetrate tle majority of violent
crimes againa women."
Women, who outnumbered the
men in the radience by a ratio of 5 to
I, were not he target audience.
Knipper and the two other men on
the panel at volunteer counselors at
San Jose thernatives to Violence,
an encouner group for men who batter womei. The men likened the
problem (f woman -battering to alcoholism.
"It is a disease." Knipper said.
"And wetreat it as such.-

SJAV treats batterers in two programs, he said. The first is a "dropin" 40-man encounter group that
meets once a week to discuss men’s
feelings and experiences.
"We want men to feel responsible, not guilty." Knipper said. "Our
number one priority is to stop the hitting."
SJA V’s other program is an intensive eight -man, 12 -week workshop
designed for behavior modification.
"Men are taught from birth that
they have limited feelings," Knipper
said. "One of them is anger, therefore violence. We teach men to get
in touch with their feelings."
"We don’t know why men batter,
they just do," said Mike R.. a member of the panel and SJAV counselor. "We try to offer alternatives."
There is a four-stage cycle of viofollow,
lence
women-batterers
according to Mike. The first is the
stress -building stage. This is comprised of everyday stress everyone
experiences.
The second stage is called argument/conflict escalation. This is
when the man "gets out -talked,"
and it directly preludes the next
stage.

The third stage, the problem area,
is called the choice to hit. The man
strikes the woman and then feels
guilty about it.
"This creates the fourth stage, the
hearts and flowers stage." Mike
said. "This is when the man tries to
make up for what he’s done. And
once it happens, it will always repeat
itself."
The group’s main technique is
called "taking a timeout." Mike described this as a retreat from the
"war /one.’
When an argument with a partner
turns into physical conflict. the man
removes himself from the environment for no less than one hour. In
that time, the man can go for a walk
or call someone in the organization
and discuss his feelings.
"We remove ourselves from the
situation." Knipper said. "Because
you’re not communicating anymore."
"You can’t go driving or to a
bar," Mike said. "We deal with
those feelings. When I take a
timeout, I try to find out what’s
wrong."
Another technique SJAV teaches
is "fair fighting." Counselors dissuade members from name-calling

or bringing up the past during argu
ments.
’We also try to stop ’stinkin’
thinkin:
he said. "This is when
you get mad and think, ’How am I
going to get hack at my partner?’
The organuation recogniies and
tries to prevent four types of violence, according to Iknnis Falkenberg. an SJVA counselor and the
third panel member.
He listed physical violence, verbal
and emotional s iolence. property violence, and sexual violence.
"When we take a timeout, it’s a
rule that there is to be no touch of
any kind.- Falkenberg said. "This
helps prevent the violence side.’’
’We conic from the idea that no
one deserses to be hit," Knipper
said, summing up the theme of the
panel. "And nobody asks for it."
Audience reactions were positive
about the panel.
"I thought it was really inspiring
to see men helping other men," said
one woman. "They’re good role
models."
’It was real positive,’’ a man said
in agreement. "Many of the things
they said can be applied to non-batterers.’
Alyssa Jensen

Alchohol problems for women addressed
By Hem M. Dunivan
Daily stag writer

Wonen who drink alcohol are at a
high rik for becoming alcoholics,
and Anerica has the highest rate for
the digase in the world, said Angela
Stocker of Project PAACF. (Prevention oi Alcohol Abuse and Chemicals though FAIucation).
a
"Tie
Addiction Spiral,workhop held Thursday in conjunction vith Women’s Week activities.
addressed the problems of and offeredhelp to substance abusers.
Sreaking to approximately 30
peope in a crowded room in the Admininration Building, Stocker offerel a bounty of facts and statistics
to .upport her points concerning
wonen and alcohol abuse.
’We tend to be in a (substance)
use’s society in which there are inheient factors that lead to low selfeseem," she said.
fhis low self-esteem, as well as
everyday pressure and anxiety, are
tit reasons many women become alcohol or other type of abusers.
Sncker said.
Besides the fact that female alcoholics have a higher mortality rate
than male alcoholics, women also
hive a high rate of breast cancer due
substance abuse, and there are
-urprisingly more men in treatment

facilities than women.
Stocker said this occurs because
women have a more difficult time
dealing with their "real self’ in
front of people, instead of the facade
they have been presenting.
Heredity is one of the three crucial
factors which put women at a higher
risk for alcohol abuse. Stocker said.
It can now be proved that genetic
factors contribute to making a person
a potential substance abuser if he or
she is the child of an abuser, she
said.
Our social environment is another
factor contributing to the abuse of alcohol by women, according to
Stocker. Many women are pressured
to drink to conform to society’s standards, she said.
Applying this theory to college
life, the increase in college women’s
drinking "is their way of identifying
with male values. Being able to consume equal amounts of alcohol as
their male counterparts enables them
to identify.- Stocker said.,
In the pewit was socially unacueptable ti* Women to drink a lot,
but today’s woman has a "hearty partying" attitude, she said.
New research has discovered the
link between alcohol and the menstruation cycle. Stoker said.
Alcohol can often cause a hormo

nal shift which can cause many
women to be substance abusers, she
said.
’Alcohol is a mood-alterer which
brings a temporary mood change
each time it is used. In time, we
learn to trust the chemical and the
change it brings.- said peer coun-
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selor Michelle Correa, who also
spoke at the workshop.
"Whether or not to drink alcohol
is a choice you get to make,- Stoker
said. "Instead of looking at the
of when you are over the line. kS 111
don’t you ask yourself, who needs
it?’’

during
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GET YOUR
FUTURE OFF
THE GROUND
Imagine the thrill of flying a jet aircraft! Air Force
$ ROTC offers you leadership
training and an excellent start to a career as an Air Force pilot. If you have what
it talces, check out Air Force ROTC today
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immediate
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USAF ROTC
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PASU and ASP8 Present An International Women’s Panel
COME AND HEAR THE VOICES OF AFRICAN,

Earn transferable UC credits
Live and study amid
towering redwoods
Free catalog available.
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Extra

Daily staff photographer

ear-old Nick Martin, o hose mother, Robin, vends Guatemalan soft goods outside Spartan bookstore, rides his bicycle in front
of the Student Union,

AND PALESTINIAN WOMEN

AMERICAN INDIAN

Call:
14081 429-2524
Write: UCSC Summer Session
107 Classroom Unit
Santa Cruz, CA 95064

A;1

SUMMER LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
June 26 -Aug. 18, 1989
A full year of language instruction
in eight weeks. Earn transferable
University of California credits.

THURSDAY, MARCH 16. 1989
ALMADF:N ROOM
11 - 1 PM.

ARABIC, CHINESE, FRENCH, GERMAN,
JAPANESE, RUSSIAN, SPANISH
For Information:
Call: (408) 429-2525
Write: Summer Language Institute
107 Classroom Unit
Santa Cruz, CA 95064

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION* ROLE OF FAMILY
UNITY AMONG SISTERS
MALE -FEMALE RELATIONS

IMrrrrtt,.."

FOR MORE INFO CALL 924-6261

Term Papers with Class
You spend hours preparing your term papers and
reports. Show them off with quality copies and
professional binding at Kinko’s Copy Center.
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Thrill-seeking jumpers commit pseudo -suicide
By Phillip Best

Daly stat, *Her

Diving head first toward the swirling white
water 105 feet below, veins surging with
adrenaline, time becomes immaterial.
The velocity of descent gradually slows to an
instant of suspension between life and death, and
fear dim inishes momentarily.
But the reprieve is short.
Sudden’ !tiding limbs are hurled heavenward on a gra% Its -de lying trajectory.
I’ve just been initiated into a group of pseudosuicidal crazies i Ito spend their spare time jumping off bridges i ith nothing but an enlarged rubber band attached to a harness at the waist and
also known as bungee jumpers.
chest
"I think its good to get a jolt now and then,
clear out the cobwebs and remind yourself that

you could die at any time," said Michael thrill seekers drove to an isolated bridge nestled
in a remote river canyon in the Sierra foothills.
Hanrich, a 36-year-old builder from Santa Cruz.
John Kockelman, founder and owner of
Hartrich was the first of the inexperienced
jumpers, referred to by veterans as "virgins," to Bungee Adventures, gave junipers some pre departure reassurance.
plunge into the chasm.
"The thing I want to emphasize about our comRoger Morgan and Bill Bierman jumped at
night last November. They decided to try it again pany is this is not a half-brained idea," he said.
"We’ve been doing this for more than a year now,
in the daytime.
"I want to see death coming up to hit me in the and nobody has been seriously injured or died.".
Kockelman and his crew have an intimate
face," Morgan said.
knowledge of the limitations of their equipment.
"And sneer at it," added Bierman.
Morgan, 40, is a physics teacher at Watsonville They utilize that knowledge to ensure that their
ligh School. Bierman, 17, is one of his students. patrons have both the safest and most exciting
They videotaped their jumps to show in connec- jump possible.
A recent stunt, executed for a movie they made
tion with a lecture on elasticity.
Morgan said he also skydives but prefers the about bungee jumping, illustrates the precision of
their sport. One of Kockelman’s associates,
greater acceleration rate of bungee jumping.
On an overcast Sunday morning, about 30 known as "Mad Mike", jumped with the cord

Participants jumped from a
bridge (above left) 105 feet
abuse the rushing Sierra
river. Jack Kockelman
(above) discusses pre-jump
safety precautions. Jack
Sullivan (left) rehounces
after his first bungee jump.

Photos by
Mike Dafferner

attached to his feet.
The highlight came at the full extention of the
cord when Mad Mike’s head was biefly submerged beneath the surface of tic river.
Kockelman estimated the depth of th( water at
that point was about eight feet.
Despite Kockelman’s impressive acctracy, sitting on the side of a bridge with a five-sccond
countdown reverberating in the ears stillcauses a
release of chemicals by the brain that las some
unpleasant side effects.
The heart pounds furiously, saliva tratsforrns
into a glutinous substance that pastes he lips
against the gums in a macabre grimace, ad limbs
quake with the anticipated horror of beini forcefully separated from the body.
Then, with a detached indifference, leg bend
and launch uncertainly into a queasy void The
45-foot cord stretches to twice its length. Less
than 15 feet above the gushing current, Ill( rope
reverses direction and prevents the puppet i controls from becoming another hunk of rivet-bottom, biodegradable sludge.
For Kockelman, the madness began in Ocbber
of 1987. The combination of an engineering
background he received a computer engiTering degree from California Polytechnic Rate
experience is a
University at San Luis Obispo
rock climber, and a lingering memory of a ticviscd bungee jump provided Kockelman withthe
expertise and the desire to design his own bunice
system.
He test-piloted the system, which consised
mainly of rock -climbing harnesses and clamp,
bungee cords and a rope climbing device. Tie
success of the flight prompted him to refine hs
system and convert his hobby into a business.
"Virgin" jumpers can purchase two 100-fon
jumps for $69. Returning jumpers can purchn
three 100-foot jumps for $49 or progress to jump
from greater heights (200 and 300 feet) for tht
same fee they paid for their original adventure
Three factors of bungee jumping convince(
Kockelman that people would pay for the opportunity to try it: the intense thrill involved, the
comfort allowed by his system, which puts very
little stress on the body, and the safety of supervised jumps.
Out of 1,600 jumps supervised by the club, the
six injuries reported include a rope bum, two
sprained fingers, two sprained wrists and a dislocated shoulder. The latter was suffered by a person who attempted a complicated stunt without
notifying the crew of his intentions, Kockelman
said.

ti

Ii

resi
cat
Jap
bee

Having been snatched from from a watery
death, the puppet at the end of the cord is propelled by the first recoil to a height of about 85
feet. Four or five more consecutive falls and
rebounds occur before the expansion-contraction
cycle comes to a halt.
After the ecstatic, yo-yo affair with immortality, the post -jump dangle at the end of the cord is
more relaxing than the proverbial post-orgasm
cigarette.
A line lowered from the bridge above reels in
another satisfied jumper.
411M

CANRAILPASS

"WE RENT FOR LESS"
CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from $19.95
VisaiSAC accepted but
not required
Uniirriteici mileage
Age requirement. 21
8 minutes from campus
W% discount for S J.S U.
Students, faculty, & Stall
on weekly & monthly rentals

Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 95111

(408)281-4666
DON’T MISS
IMPORTANT
PHONE CALLS
24 HOUR
Answering Service
PER
U MONTH
SPECIAL.
Pager with answering
service only $25/mo.
3 months minimum sign up

$1

ONE
STOP

Unlimited train travel in Canada
for the unlimited imagination.
Your vacation begins the moment
you board our trains. Friendly service,
freedom to move around and opportunities to meet other traveling adventurers like yourself. All these unique
qualities make the train a natural
choice. Don’t forget to bring an address
book to record the names of the new
friends you’ll make!

Unlimited mileage and
flexibility
The moment you own a Canrailpass
is the moment you own the country.
You may travel anywhere you want,
with as many stops as you want, when
you want. Canrailpass is designed for
the ’plan as you go’ traveler. You can
even add days pnor to your first departure.

VIA trains
cover the country
As Canada’s passenger train network,
VIA Rail has over I I , 100 miles of track.
Our trains stop in over 416 Canadian
communities. It’s a rail network that
covers the country as only the train can.

TUDEN

-7A51.
[CC
TO -COAST

MARITIME
EASTERN
WESTERN

ti DAYS
I N/A

I $ 59 00

$13500

$14400
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r_.OMMUNICA IONS

CALL NOW!
408-732-6667
415-964-6667

The romance
of train travel

There’s never been a better time to see Canada by train
Now, with VIA Rail’s new Canrailpass, you can travel coast-to-coast or
by region for one great price. It’s your
passport to seeing Canada in the most
affordable style.

Canada’s Passenger Train Network

T
IS DAYS

N/A
N/A
N/A

CHART
UP TO A MAXIMUM
OF 15 EXTRA DAYS
1$4
c/52 7UP TO A MAXIMUM
OF 7 EXTRA DAYS
I $4 25/day
$4 25/day
$4 25/day

For complete details, call your travel
agent or VIA Rail in the following
states
1 800 665-0200: AZ, CA, C0,10, KS,
LA, MS, MT, ND, NE, NM, NV, OK, OR,
SD, TX, UT, WA, WY.
1 800 361-3677: CT, NY, RI
I 800 387-1144. AR, IA, IL, IN, Ml, MN,
MO, OH, WI
1 800 561-3949:Al., DE, FL, GA, KY,
MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, N1, PA, SC, TN,
VA, VT, WV
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Bar lets patrons ’Parents’ meaty plot not a family affair
perform on stage
Other patrons sip sake warmed to
By Andrew Channing
body temperature and nibble
Daily stall writer
Words to the song and a micro- hamachi-raw yellowtail to the
phone are all the encouragement a sounds of the four-minute superstar.
One major difference between
sake-induced, stage-bound customer
this Karaoke bar and its Far Eastern
needs.
"Start spreading the word, I’m counterparts is many of the songs
leaving today," belts out the graying are English Elvis selections are
man atop the smoke-encircled stage. very popular and there is no covHis singing is well rehearsed, his er charge for flexing your tonsils.
In fact, people are encouraged to
confidence unfaltering.
Meanwhile, an instrumental tape share their "talent" with the
of "New York" plays in the back- excitable audience.
"In Japan they charge about $30
ground. Judging by the expansive
sound system filtering the classic to get into a place like this," said
song, the locale could easily be a Emiko Asato, a student at San Jose
City College.
huge bar in New York or Tokyo.
Karaoke singing takes place
Friday and Saturday nights after
10:30 p.m. Next to the bar is a
Teppan-style dining room, where
slightly expensive ($10 - $20) meals
’In Japan they
are cooked on grills before your
eyes by knife-yielding chefs.
charge about $30
If those two activities aren’t
enough for you, there’s still the sushi
to get into a place bar.
Abalone, always a good bet, is an
like this.’
increasingly rare shell fish that
resembles scallops in flavor, but
boasts more character. Sea urchin is
only for the die-hard sushi eaters
Emiko Asato, it has the texture of spam and smells
like rotten clams.
San Jose City College student
But topped off with sake, anything is palatable.
Sake or rice wine, deceptively
powerful beverages, can be conInstead, he’s at Nijo Castle sumed either hot (traditional style)
restaurant in Campbell.
or on ice (modern trend).
But for now, this slightly intoxiEither way has caused more than
cated patron at the restaurant’s one restaurant goer to start singing
Japanese Karaoke (singing) bar has in a manner even Frank Sinatra
been transformed into Frank Sinatra. would applaud.

By Joel Beers
Daly staff writer
The family portrayed in "Parents"
represents a very normal, 1950s suburban household. The dad is a fastrising young scientist and part-time
golfer. The mom is a wonderful
homemaker and cook. And the son
is a bright, creative 10 year old.
In fact, the only oddity about the
family, the Laemles, is their curious
propensity for that staple of the
white American diet: meat. But they
don’t care much for fish. And chicken isn’t very high on their list either.
The Laemles do like red meat
though thick, juicy steaks dripping with barbecue sauce, tasty
ground hamburger and spicy
sausages.
Of course,
there’s a little more to
(heir unusual
appetites
than fulfilling the RDA
for protein,
but any more clues and "Parents’
would be ruined. But let’s put it this
way: the Laemles’ obsession for
flesh might be on your mind the
next time you see a butcher plunge
his knife into the gut of some dead
animal.
"Parents," which opened March
10 at San Jose’s Camera I, is a
viciously black comedy that deals
with the pain of being a child. A sarcastic look into the hypocrisy of
white suburbia, 1950s style, the film
also throws in enough blood and
guts to bring a smile to even John
Rambo’s face.
At the center of the film is
Michael Lacmle, played by Bryan
Madorsky. A 10-year-old introspective dreamer, Michael is plagued by
nightmares and carries a justified

1000.
Movie
Review

resiiiirs

Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call

I
1
I

4.

suspicion about grown-ups.
His father, Nick (Randy Quaid;
and mother, Lily (Mary Beth Hurt)
are disgustingly normal conformists
in every sense of the word. But the
couple has a deep, twisted secret
that they desperately seek to k,. I)
from Michael and the outside world.
Michael’s discovery that his perfect parents are no longer so perfect
provides the two main themes of the
film, the formidable walls between
adults and children, and the sharp
isolation so many children feel when
they think that they’re different from
others.
There’s a reason that "Parents" is
rated R, and it isn’t nudity or language. Incredibly graphic violence
is portrayed throughout the film,
both in Michael’s vivid nightmares
and in bloodcurdling scenes near the
end.
The humor, however, takes
precedence over the horror.
Making his directorial debut, Bob
Balaban fills nearly every frame
with sarcasm. From the highly structured family outings to dad’s job in
the defoliant industry and his
attempts at making Michael into a
man, "Parents" attempts to rip the
veil of sanctity from accepted suburban myths and expose their ridiculous precepts.

$5

NOW

One of the best features of the
film is its setting. Balaban spared no
effort in recreating the atmosphere
of 1958 suburban Indiana. Classic
oldsmobiles, golden age television
in the background, Dean Martin on
the radio and even groceries from
the era all combine to create a mood
that makes one almost grateful to
see shattered at film’s end.
Also contributing to the nostalgic
mood is the orchestral portion of the
soundtrack, a horribly familiar
sound that recalls the worst
moments of "Leave it to Beaver,"
"Ozzie and Harriet" and "Father

6
11.1

$45

I

I Baseball Shoes

5

$
Start
at
I
RBI -Nylon upper with
Imetal cleats

n that it
seliou,
ly. Attempts at integrating slos.
motion into some of the scenes near
the end of the film fail, and there are
several sub-plots that arc enjoyable
but not essential.
"Parents" is a multi -faceted film
that works on many levels. But it is
most successful when it strips the
genteel layer of middle America
from its characters and exposos
them as ravenous, bloodthirsty animals.
Dinner, anyone?
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oIden Egg Hunt

Also look for Silver Eggs which can be
redeemed for valuable prizes.

Track Shoes

$10

Apollo -Track Spikes

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

I

THE INSTEP
SAN JOSE
1154 Saratoga Ave

1 -800-423-USAF

296-5777

TOLL FREE

L & L FACTORY
DISCOUNT

I

Pick up ypur first clue today in the Student
Activitier& Services Office next to the pub.
P

2266 Monterey Rd. San Jose
(Corner of Tully & Monterey)

297-8252

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK & WEEKDAY EVES
Limmigt=i this Ida lutimigailemaie

Funded by Associated Students.
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FMC invites you to

Campus Sportswear

CHECK
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REVO Glasses
Salivating
Tongue
-

Spartan Banner

SJSU Shirt

We have entry level opportunities for
both HS and MS degree. \bur
education will continue on a true
career path at FMC with self snub.
class instruction and on-the-jobtraining. As part of a project team. 51111
can look to master specific languages
and systems skills. Upon completion
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2 Hours Free
Parking With
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-Sneakers

M -F
10-7
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Officially
Licensed
Sweat Shirts
Available From
Over 120
Universities.

10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT I.D.
2nd and San Fernando

292-1543

15

OPEN HOUSE
Costanoan Room

STORE HOURS
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Find the fabled A.S.L.S. Golden Egg
and make yourself $200 richer.

Blue only. Reg. $19
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Randy Quaid, Mary Beth Hurt aren’t too innocent ’Parents’
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Cox testing the waters of free agency
Reggie
Burton

From gridiron to hoops
Johnson wears many hats
For those of you who think
Johnn Johnson receives too
much
ma) be you need
to consider the accomplishmems
of the kiilback-turned-forward.
Johnson has reached folkhero
status this season, due in part to
his remarkable performances in
football and on the basketball
court. In the process, Johnson’s
lace appears in the Spartan Daily
more times it seems than our
leadnn! columnist.
There are some who believe the
Daily goes out of its way to sing
the praises of Johnson. Simply
put. the gny is just newsworthy.
All ’jar Jay- as he is known
It, t Fiends did was rush for 1,219
yards behind an offensive line
that. because ol injuries, resembled a Limit my dad gave me for
Cluistina.. All patched up,
Johns ,ill established a Big West
conk:mice re.iind of 2.202 allpurpos: 5.0 Is. second to
kiisinan
inner Barry
Sani.kirs ii iklainima State and
:ninthiii N(’..1 lit.aory,
f , 10,0.11111:M"
or

III,.
NM!.

in a -.-ason. The list goes
on. Ina I think you net the pieIn

hi
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vaca10 scholarship
Cr, si.ih .1 ho colt of SJSU
ottalhallci,, h Bill Berry,
ha it000r how Santa Cruz
111 his sandals or a pair of
toeh -top Nikes and averaged 11
points in 12 conierence games.
1, ihnson scored a game -high 23
points :mil grabbed 13 rebounds
th.i r iii,,Inent temo’s loss to
.
is di oes to the basket
-it A Chark’S
4.44.
111),*L1111, but, ha
i

tion
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it statistics don’t grab you,
look at the guy’s character.
Jolmson IS one or the most popular students at SJSU, but yet he
doesn’t act like it.
lie doesn’t drive a fancy car,
wear his savings account around

his neck or even own a flamboyant wardrobe. He has a 10-speed
hike, but he probably has to give
that back when his eligibility is
up.
He could stroll around campus
with attitude, but you get none Maim from Johnson.
No matter how many women
accidentally bump into him at a
party, he greets each one of them
with that same goofy Kool-Aid
smile.
In an attempt to gauge his popularity, I pretended to be "Jay
Jay" while at a party.
Adorned in sweats, sneakers
and with his trademark two cups
of beer in hand, I introduced
myself to a group of women.
It didn’t take king before I was
exposed. "Sure, you’re Johnny
Johnson. I’m only in love with
him," said an attractive female.
Speaking of parties. I ha
never heard of him causing a
turbance at one (which St%Ills
lit,e part of Ow curriculum at
iii uniNersitic,). I Ins is a rarity
athlet:e
....Ale Reading Ow sports pa,!c
110’,1;11.1>s
is like reading
Metro section of the L.A. Times.
Athletic directors arc adding
police scanners to their budgets
to keep track of the players.
"Barry Switzer, it’s 12 a.m., do
you know where your player’s
are’?"
When Johnson decided to play
on the replacement team, he
risked being called a "scab" by
the boycotting players. But he
decided to play because ol his
love for the game and his loyalty
to the school.
Why else risk a future Heisman
Trophy campaign and possible
NFL career white, toiling for a
band -aid basketball, tearWto
What’s nest for Johnny
Johnson? With all due respect to
our nationally -ranked baseball
team. Johnson will probably
come out for the team if our top
pitcher gets hurt and throw a nohitter to put SJSU in the C’ollege
World Series,

Reggie Burton is the Assistant Sports Editor

Monterey College

What’s
law
school
really
like?

OF

greater mobility of players.
Cox said the meeting with Giants’
executives "went well."
"A lot of teams are looking at
him," said Lynn La Monte, one of
Cox’s two agents. "But we’re hoping
Greg will stay with the 49ers."
At least 10 teams are strongly
interested in signing Cox, according
to Bob La Monte, Cox’s other agent
and Lynn’s husband.
"Of course, the Giants have
showed considerable interest," he
said.
It has been rumored that Giants’
safeties Terry Kinard and Kenny
Hill may retire before training camp
begins in June.
George Young, the general manager of the Giants, was unavailable for
comment after repeated phone calls.
Other teams expressing interest
tire the (Los Angeles) Raiders,

(Dallas) Cowboys, the (Seattle)
Scahawks, the (Miami) Dolphins,
the (Kansas City) Chiefs, the
(Pittsburgh)
Steclers,
the
(Baltimore) Colts, and the
(Minnesota) Vikings.

‘I’d like to stay
with the 49ers,
but money talks.’
Greg COX,
49ers safety
Bob La Monte would not elaborate
on the type of contract Cox is looking for, but said "It’ll be big."
"I’d like to stay with 49ers," Cox
said. "But money talks."
"I think Greg is happy with the

49ers," said Jerry Walker, a team
spokesman. "He got a Super Bowl
ring with us. It is really Greg’s decision. We’re hoping he will decide to
stay with the 49ers."
Cox said he won’t know who he’ll
play for until after the NFL draft in
April.
Cox’s image has been marred in
the last couple of days, according to
Lynn La Monte. "The Mercury
(News) reported that he had been
arrested a few days ago for drunk
driving," she said. "But that was
something that happened long
before he was in professional
sports."

Padding records no longer the Rx for NCAA bid
1AP1 - The old recipe for reaching the NCAA tournament was simple: Win 20 games and your invitation almost certainly will be in the
mail.
The new recipe isn’t very complicated. either: Win as many as you
can and hope the victories are
against good enough competition to
impress the selection committee.
’The magic of the 20-win deal is
iiver.’ said Jim Delany. commissioner of the Ohio Valley Conference and one of the nine members of
the NCAA basketball committee
ho spent the weekend locked in
marathon meetings at Kansas City to
tinali/e the field. "The old formula
is dead. Anybody who doesn’t belly-se that really isn’t paying attention."
OK, then. pay attention.
If the committee simply was going
ii
ms ite ekery team that reached 20
551115. It %.kiRlicl hare had a nearly full
fiekl
with teams from Akron to
.Appalachean State. from Ball State
to Boise State
before it ever
began the deliberations. Going into
the final weekend of the regular season. 56 Division I teams had 20 or
more wins and 22 more teams were
in the threshold of that plateau.
But not all 20 -win seasons arc created equally . The committee studies
computer printouts that evaluate not
only a team’s won -loss percentage,
hut the percentages of opponents and
where each team plays the majority
of its games. These strength of
schedule tactors prevent any legitimate candidates from being overlooked.
"Sons: teams play IS home
games and others play only 10,"
Delany said. "If two teams are both

say 17-10 and played common opponents, the team that did better on the
road may be valued more highly."
Then there is the question of the
quality of the teams you played.
Runaway victories over Cupcake
State are devalued. "The way the
system works out." Delany said,
’beating a weak team at home can
lose its effectiveness and even reach
a point of diminishing returns.
’Look back IS years and you’ll
find a lot of teams with much
stronger records. That reflects two
the number of quality
things
teams and athletes are greater and
the committee’s policy to reward
teams that upgrade their schedules.
Any school that avoids strong opposition on the road is not doing itself
any favors in the committee’s eye.’’

Sun Belt Conference, South Carolina State of’ the Mid -Eastern Athletic Conference and Robert Morris
of the Northeast Conference.
None of those schools is ranked
and only LaSalle received any votes
in the latest Associated Press poll.
"You have to realize that 13 to IS of
the automatic bids are going to he

Also in early were Bucknel I of the
East Coast Conference, Creighton of
the Missouri Valley Conference,
East TeMICSNCe State of the Southern
Conference. LaSalle of the Metro
Atlantic
Loyola
Conference.
Marymont of the West Coast Athletic Conference. Princeton of the
Ivy League, South Alabama of the

Let us answer
all your questions about
Admission Requirements
Program Study
Job Opportunities
Cost and Finances
LSAT (Law School Admission Test)
The Demands of Law Study

teams below the computer raking% of’
said Cedric
the top 64 teams.
Dempsey, athletic director at No. 1
Arizona and chairman of the selection committee.
A fistful of other automatics were .
set before the committee ever arrived
in Kansas City and more fell in place
after its meetings began.

GAIN THE CONPETITIVE
EDGE IN COLLEGE
SUPER SAT
Super SAT beats the competition
with more personalized attention
and affordable prices. We
prescribe a customized program for
improving verbal skills,
mathematics and test taking
strategies. After 18 hours of
professional SAT coaching each
student practices on an actual SAT.
EVELYN WOOD STUDY DYNAMICS
It’s a fact. Faster and more efficient readers have a competitive
edge and get higher grades. With this course, students in college
develop the study skills needed for success in school. Special
emphasis is placed on how to improve memory, recall, speed and
comprehension.
COLLEGE PREP
Our unique program is designed for entering college freshmen. The
instruction
and practice in critical reading,
curriculum includes
reading rate improvement, writing research papers, stress
management and( advanced study techniques.
CALL TODAY

Britannica
LEARNING CENTER

SAN JOSE
629-7323

LOS GATOS
356-7877

BERRYESSA
9264888

CUPERTINO
446-362.3

498 Pearl Street, Monterey 93940
373-3301
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ra/Maiagergot*Sstart
/flak*, peopkscreaft
So did our Personnel Manager, our Park Operations Manager and several other top executives at Great America. They all began
their careers here as crew members.
We offer flexible schedules so you can work
around school. Our wages are higher than
ever up to $5.75 an hour. You earn plenty
of free passes to the park. Transportation
subsidies. And we love to promote from
within. Just ask our Genera! Manager. A
sampling of current opportunities:
Computer Operator
Mechanics
. Security Officers

Clerical
is Nurses
Wardrobe Clerk
Seamstress
EMT
We also have opportunities available in all areas of the park including rides, food service,
games, merchandise, tickets and maintenance. Give us a holler. Call (408) 496-0141.
Or, drop by the Great America Employment
Office at 2401 Agnew Road off Mission College Boulevard in Santa Clara to fill out an application. We’re an equal opportunity
employer.

AMIIIICA .
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for SJSU students only
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So. if winning 2(1 games won’t do
the trick, what will’?
Well, if you win the title in a conference that owns one I the 31) automatic bids, you’re in. That’s how
first -timer George Mason of the Colonial Athletic Association. and
Southwest Missouri State of the Association of Mid -Continental Universities made it last week, well he tore the committee’s deliberations
began.

. te
tn

Lynn La Monte said that Cox
served about two days in Elmwood
Rehabilitation Center in Milpitas.
"He just had to fulfill his obligation and serve his time," she said.

Law

fTl

I:101 E. San Carlos Street, Between 2nd 8 3rd.
NO T GOOD WITH ANY OTI1ER OFFER

By Steven Mushl
Daily Staff Writer
San Francisco 49cr safety Greg
Cox was recently in East
Rutherford, NJ., discussing possible contract talks with the New
York Giants.
Cox,
who
played on the
SJSU’s 1987
"Dream Team",
is on the 49ers’
unprotected
list. According
to
National
Football
League rules,
each team is
allowed
to
(; reg CO%
"protect" 37
fir
0;cnt
players to prevent other teams from signing valuable players. The rule also allows
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SJSU professors develop avenues to alleviate cheating
By Daniel Vasquez
Daily stall writer

In fact, his own students create the
tests.
One week prior to each major
Last gnu three-part serws
exam. Gliner has students discuss
While none of the SJSU profes- possible
questions.
The
class
sors have a doctorate in "cheato- chooses six and studies for each.
logy." many have developed per"The questions turn out to he betsonal academic approaches to ter and more difficult than ones I
combat the problem.
would probably make up," he said.
Robert Gliner, SJSU sociology
Gliner said his sy stem helps stuprofessor, circumvents the repeating dents learn more. s hilt at the same
.test syndrome, which leaves an over - time preventing cheating.
trusting teacher at the mercy of
"The students know exactly what
sneaky students, by giving a differ- is expected and don’t need to
ent midterm and final each semester. cheat:* he said.

A.S. Leisure services
sponsores egg hunt
Spartan Shops donates $200 grand prize
By Elizabeth James
Daily staff writer
There will be silver and gold eggs
hidden around campus starting Monday morning. If you see one, pick it
up. It could be your ticket to money
and valuable prizes.
Leisure Services is sponsoring the
Golden Egg hunt today through Friday. The certificate for the grand
prize of $200 dollars is hidden inside
a golden egg.
There is one golden egg and about
200 silver eggs. The silver eggs contain orange slips that can be redeemed at the Student Activities and
Services office for prizes.
The eggs will be hidden outside
and "will be pretty easy to find."
according to Cami Pogue, the recreation program specialist and organizer of the event.
"None of the eggs are hidden anywhere where you’d need to dig for
them or anything," she said.
"Last year, people were following the person who was hiding the
eggs." Pogue said. "He rode his
bike and just threw them. We hope
that doesn’t happen again this year.
It was kind of funny, though."
Shavon Collins will dress up as an
Easter bunny today and pass out
clues in front of the Student Union
from II a.m. to 1 p.m.
7 Someone out of costume will be
out in front of the Student Union the
rest of the week to pass out clues.
The clues can also be picked up from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Student Ac-

tivities and Services Rice.
"I’m really excited about this, it’s
going to be a lot of fun," Collins
said. "Everyone should come out
and see the bunny."
"You’ll need the clues to find the
golden egg even though it’s in plain
sight," Pogue said."Unless you’re
really smart or lust lucky."
This is the third Golden Egg hunt
at SJSU.
"There has been a good response
in the past." Pogue said. "I think
that we’ve started a trend. During
Homecoming they hide footballs.
and Greek Week is doing something
similar this year."
Many prizes have been donated.
including: free drink coupons from
D.B. Cooper’s and Pacific Fresh.
free lunches from itlimpie’s, roses
from Teresa’s flowers, and photo
sessions from the Paul Bacosa Photography studio.
There are other non -cash prizes
available.
Inter-Hall Residential Assosiation
is donating $30 in cash.
The grand prize of $200 was donated by Spartan Shops.
"We get involved with a lot of
organizations different campus
,"said Ron Duvall. the general man"We help
Shops.
ager for Spartan
them."
If the golden egg is not found
there will be a drawing for the $200
gift certificate on Friday at 3 p.m. at
the Student Activities and Services
office. The people who find the silver eggs are eligible for the drawing.

lii contrast to Gliners nonrepeatmg exam tactic, other professors use
the repeating exam to the disadvantage of conspiring cheaters.
These professors have students
police themselves.
"One of my professors told students that the same test would be
given to all of his classes," said
Mark Hurriss. an environmental
studies graduate student.
One ot his professors taught several classes consecutively in the same
day and announced to all of his students that the exact same test would
be given to all.
His weapon was the grade curve.
"I was in the morning class, and
the professor would warn us not to
share the questions with the other
classes." Burris% said.
Initially , the morning class had
the lowest scores, and the afternoon
classes had the highest.
"We eventually caught on and

paper from his lap."
The student received an "F" on
his midterm for using notes. But
both the student and the professor
gained from the experience.
The student learned from his mistake. He has become more active in
studies, and often answers corJerry Farrell, his
rectly questions posed by Farrell.
SJSU professor
The professor learned something,
too.
copying attempts.
After the incident. Farrell had his
If Farrell witnesses a student who confidence shaken momentarily, he
eye
makes
he
cheating.
might be
said. He decided to confront his
contact in a gesture of warning, class with the problem.
which he said usually stops the at"When I told the students what
tempts.
happened." Farrell said, "there was
Apparently, his system works.
an immediate reaction of ’oh, no!’ "
Last week he witnessed a student
He was comforted by the students’
with his head bowed low, staring at apparent disdain for the incident.
his lap.
"Their reaction reinforced my be"The student was so absorbed in lief that most students do not cheat,
the exam," Farrell said, "that I was and do not want others to cheat," he
able to walk up and pick a piece of said.

’Their reaction reinforced my belief that
most students do not cheat, and do not
want others to cheat.’

clammed up," Bumss said.
Cheaters eventually succumbed to
the repeating -test offensive, according to Burriss.
Other professors deal with the war
in a less commanding way.
Jerry Farrell, an SJSU accounting
professor, maintains a low-profile
patrol of the front lines.
He watches heads and eyes.
Farrell watches the heads of his
students for any unusual movement,
which he said would be indicative of

SJSU role players attempt to save world
Honor fraternity Tau Delta Phi to present Buckminster Fuller s World Game in men’s gym
Fly Stesen Musil and
Elizabeth James
Daily staff writers
The world may end Monday
night.
Imagine: The Soviet Union is
threatening to launch nuclear warheads aimed at the United States.
You must decide on the best plan of
action. Millions of lives depend on
your decision. What would you do’?
You could end world hunger, but
you have to trade something for it.
What would you do’?
Eke hundred people are expected
to discuss possible solutions to these
and other problems during the World
Game, which will be played tonight
in the men’s gym from 7 p.m. to 10
p.111. The game is jointly sponsored
by the Tau Delta Phi honor fraternity.
and the Associated Students.
Participants in the game will
model solutions to global and local
problems from a "relativ istic" per
spective of real situations and conditions.
"It puts the inequalities of the
world in perspective," said Ramie
Borgnis, a member of Tau Delta Phi.
"It forces people to think about
global situations in a way that may
change their uses."

Using the latest available statistics, participants will act as world
leaders and seek to better satisfy the
needs of the world. Some of the issues to be discussed are international
hunger, energy, literacy, population
and relations.
The World Game was created by
Buckminster Fuller, a professor at

’It forces people to
think about global
situations in a way
that may change
their lives.’
Ramie

Borgnis,

Tau Delta Phi member
SJSU during the 1960%. He presented it at the World’s Fair in 1969.
In the past, demonstrations of the
World Game have been given to the
United Nations, the United States
Congress. and the U.S. State Department. In addition, the World

CHEVY CHASE

Game has been played at over HAI
educational and professional institutions.
"He (Fuller) had a glass dome and
would conduct his classes under it."
said Cheryl Bitkowski, chair of the
organizing committee. "Our map
will resemble a map his students
used to sit on. Participants will act as
pawns during the game."
Fuller’s map is the world’s largest
map of the Earth, which was made
from information collected by U.S.
Air Force jets.
"There will be an emcee and he
will direct the game and ask people
to vote on the issues and the solutions," said Borgnis. "It’s not fun,
but it challenges people to consider

their destiny."
Participants represent the leaders
of individual nations, and they stand
on top of the country they represent
on the world map. Each leader is
given resources such as food, military arms and people, which they
can trade or use as bargaining tools.
The evening will conclude with a
simulated nuclear holocaust and a
discussion of global conflict resolution and the dynamics of peace.
"We want the participants to try
and think about world peace," said
Bitkowski.
The enemy in the game is not a
country or person, it’s ignorance.
she said.
The game is admission-free and ’
open to the public.

Nuclear test shakes Nevada desert
YUCCA FLAT, Nev. AP) A
major underground nuclear weapons
test rocked the Nevada desert at
dawn Friday, unleashing a shock
that measured 5.1 on the Richter
scale.
Motion from the blast was recorded by monitors atop some highrise hotel -casinos in Las Vegas, 85
miles from ground zero. Telephone

operators at the resorts reported receiving no calls from guests inquiring about the blast.
Thirteen protesters turned out at
the main entrance to the sprawling
desert site and I I were arrested for
trespassing.
The test was conducted under the
sponsorship of Lawrence -Livermore
Laboratories.

Chubb & Sons Inc.

When there’s
more trouble than one

A Tradition of Excellence

man can handle...
there’s more than one
man !be the job.

Chubb,

one of the most respected names in the

insurance

industry, is a leader in product development and quality service.

In

addition to standard lines of insurance. Chubb is also known for
its innovation in providing insurance for specialized markets such
as banks and investment bankers, international corporations. and
the boards of directors for Fortune 500 companies.

We

are looking for candidates from diverse backgrounds, who

have demonstrated achievements and a strong desire to be a part
of a successful team.

We will be interviewing on campus on
March 16, 1989

net
Elmer Pridd Gann"

time King

and are holding an information session on
March 14, 1989

from
2:00 - 3:30 p.m. in the Montalvo Room
Student Union

Claude Henri ‘min I

Rohl» Lee Snarl,

KA Hark)

Come and explore the possibilities!
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Media: Speaker discusses abuse
01 the most liberating things I -c
ever done is throw :1S1
pornogiaph Now I see %omen the
way I want to. not the viay Hugh
Helnei wants me to and they’re
beautif
Ihn mg her modeling career. Simonton said she began to feel like a
prostitute
’’I %as selling sex and oi . id;
she said -Stile. I 11.1ti
\ I lilies

/ 411010
up in a annlai fashion
N fedi.] Watch is anti -censorship.
pro nudity and pro sesuolit. hut opposes the glamorhation lit k !Menet:
in the media. Simonagainst
ton said
The prolitei anon of these images
stems Dom a hasit hatred of women
that all of us haa: learned. she said.
iole biis are taught to hate in
thing is ’thin themsek el that is femi
nine. and little girls become insecure
about their bodies at a my earb
age, she said.
\len also tear women because
they think the opposite of male Mini
Mahon is female domination, she
said
-Alen need to undeistand that Ow
opposite of men dominating k omen
is both inen and women
he
gether toward a common p sd.
said.
en magaiines like Playboy .
which is largely. acceptable in the
mainstream . are damaging. accoid
ing to Women’s Studies mstructo,
Sandra %l ac \ fallow
"Solt ix subtle pornography is
Just as bad because people don’t re attic it’s degrading and it is more acceptable,- she said -Once it has
been accepted at this level, it is easier to go on to larder pornography .
A man in the audience said. "One

1.1 ellei0 deny mg the se
ism mound
her.
She now finds fulfillment in
awakening people to women’s issues
and working against her former pro
fession.
The media has portrayed feminists
as ugly. fat women who can’t atti act
men, she said. People need to undet stand that this linage is distorted.
lie male- dominated media is
all aid ot looking at women as
equals.’ she said. "I feel it is time
t’ ii
outrage. A woman
breast teeding her baby in public
would he arrested, but as long as
someone is shaking her breasts for
monc!.. s considered okay."
( hie attendee thought some of the
images weren’t that had.
"Pornography for one person Is
erotica foi another,- said Paul Son.
nem,i n.m lOrmer SJSU student
-There’s
black and white
basit attitudes change, there is al
%SA), coing to be some demeaning
Ann Simonton,
depictions in the media)...
Sonic way5 to t imihit the owl, ills
Media Watch coordinator
lion of %omen in the media. accoid
on, but it a,1‘., Ole sante iegling..’
Mg to ’.lot \ lotion. are choosing not
While she SS as modeling. Simon- to read the material. influencing
ton said she used to hate feminists, friends about its consequetices, and
calling them "%omen’s lihhis
speaking up % hen
see or hear
She slim k made a Llitlieult mut- things you don’t like
ation to "iadical tenimist- because
"It- you don’t speak up. you can’t
she found she m.ds Using a great deal complain.- she said

’Men need to
understand that the
opposite of men
dominating women
is both men and
women working
together.’

Reaction: A.S. election results
row pal4’
that the campaign was not clean
"Ekerv thing the students d(1n’t
-IA,. seen a lot of elections but
is
I
’gin
;Mout
imes
the \ S
think
from the press. she said -We got this one lots to he the io.orst.- Dm
don said.
had pubh,
Agreeing %
inutan*s assump’The campaigning by both sides
lion was Rod I )11 il,n. ji \,,110 lust %as very poor. The election % asin
in the late tor duet iii oh R:adcont: won by any merit but on your oppo
atfairs
nent’s (icon:in That’s no %%;i. to run
" [’bete ’s a lot of anti -RI Al feel
.1
iiii1i.ii’’ii
ing {rut there hit Whatever reason . he said.
the independents t.’,11111.11
Tin that and the Spartan RIO
did a real good job at (promoting
bias)
among
students
against
RFAL "
Diridon’s opponent in the rate.
Scott Lane. disagreed % ith the sug
gestion that the Spartan Dail % as
biased toward independents
(REAL) did a masterful lob of
manipulating the Spartan
enaLliaD
said ’I titers to the editor and
"Sure, there a is negative camfocusing on so many of REAl.’s Int
pieces showed (the newspaper’s.cov- paigning on both sides,- Lane said.
was
erage 1
slanted
(toward "But c’. en tin iugh (independent)
campaigning was !legato C. ii %.is
REA]
\ -fte Ph:admit-elect Jim Walters also true. If telling the facts is negsaid the
en-Ming Mom in the 01- ative. so be it Some of (REA! ’si
cr5* decision v.as then ahilit) to campaigning was iiec.ii Ic, hut a lot
make the choice % idiom tieing bordered on outright lies
Candidates also commented on
sii
In campaign tat its
"I think people saw through the unity of independents
’There was a stigma %oh anyone
IRTAI ’s) bullshit." he said. "The
smear campaign that (REALI con- running on the RI. ’.l ticket, ,1 brile
the
(independents) worked really
ducted against me alone made me
hard.** said Am ne/e Washington.
look like Satan incarnate
Psi lit
on both sides agreed who lira the mce tot director of coin

munications.
"(The independents) took this seriously. They said they weren’t a
party but if they %eren’t. they sure
were a tough cialition,*. he said.
Independent Andiev, Hores. the
new director of ethim ii liii’.. agreed
the independents ii on because they
were more unified.
"I felt that e won as individu;its... he said. ’Mut I v.c supported
each I.meht’
ea:ry body helped each
othei It’s ghat
Slam RI -Al part members dc

How to get
through college
with
money to spare

’The smear campaign that (REAL)
conducted against me alone made me
look like Satan incarnate.’
-- Jim Walters,
A. S. vice president elect
dined to go on the record immedi
ately after the results were in. but
Mere
11111111
their d1,..11,1Mintmom their ill, iiichts that student
Men!,
gove1/1111ent a ill he %el
ine
perienced nest yeal

,:-.401111111.1111176...4
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1. Buy a Macintosh.

Kitten Pattelson,
Or. as RI- \ I
who lost tier nub or diteetor of per
sonnet, said:
"Dainn. damn. That*, all there is
to sa
11,11 11 Callahan. Shaln. Grail and
I. %lark Moreno entail/nava to an,

GOLD RING SALE

60 OFF 18K
40 OFF 14K
20 OFF 10K

...111.IMMIll

2. Add a peripheral.

3. Get a nice, fat check.

Now through March 31. when you btn selected Macintosh" SE or Macintosh ll computers, you’ll get
a rebate kir up to 11;111.111c suggested retail price of the Apple peripherals you add on -so you’ll save up to MI
Ask irr details todas where computers are sold on campus.

-471

Apple Pays Half
hstens Gold Sale For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.

)sTENs
CO

Date

MARCH
13-14

Li

Computer Center 924-1809

F

AA* iiro and Karma, am nrionsi Imago* 4ppl, HT
POMO, 00111.1111T h. Apple
f aft. roficourie 404, Miner.
awillam ’Or 404. ISWHalf /14rrovi Goadilma sad* Am Inv mintstal ark mob, (fir mad
&fa aorpirwre nib *Arm
pnithal Ity low

10 AM 6 PM

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
%vitt’ yOi 0 Jostens represer it at’.,’

Spartan Bookstore

‘-we our compiett.

Deposit Required

$20.00
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Preachers: Crowd heckles

From page I
said.
-It should be bearable the next
week or so," she said.
In order to repair the system, it
will have to be completely shut
down, and it couldn’t have come at a
worse time, Hafter said.
"I won’t let them do it now because of midterms coming," she
said. "We’re at standing room only
now."
Halter said she would like to wait
until spring break before allowing
Facilities to repair the ventilation
. system.
The final dates for repair work,
though, won’t be known until this
week. Halter said.
As a precautionary measure,
: Hafter asked Ron Montgomery of
SiSU’s Environmental Health and
Occupational Safety Department to
test the ventilation system to make
sure the air was filtering properly.
Hafter said the system was working "adequately." Montgomery
could not be reached for comment.

From page I
with Smock were more restrained in we can get them to ask questions, we
their rebuttals.
can answer."
Pat’s theme focused on sexual im"He’s really offending me," said
Reid Basco, a senior majoring in morality. She insisted that premarital
sex is sinful.
music education.
But Bob Parsons, a junior majorHumans are only finite beings, ing in finance, described Pat as
Basco said.
being "really big on masturbation."
Pat said she feels compelled to do
this work in order to fight "drunkeness, fornication, and drugs on campuses."
Lack of discipline and guidance
are the main contributions to this behavior, according to Pat.
"Most parents just can’t handle
their children," she said.
Smock agreed.
- Michael Moraga,
"If the parents were doing their
SJSU student job, and the local clergy were doing
their job, we wouldn’t have to be out
here," he said.
"How can the finite understand
Smock said he became a Christian
even the most minimal way of the inin 1972, after spending much of the
finite? I really don’t think it’s his
place to say we’re evil. That’s God’s previous decade indulging in sex and
drugs during his tenure at the Uniplace," he said.
versity of Wisconsin.
Other students were more sympaHe started reading the Bible in a
There were no books or manu- thetic to Smock.
"hippie commune" in Morocco
scripts damaged in the flood,
after
"I
meeting an Arab Christian who
think
half the people listening
Qayoumi said.
proved they were bigger fools than was preaching in much the same
Original estimates for the damage he. He’s just practicing
free speech. manner Smock does now.
were as high as $28,000, but in- The heckling is ridiculous,"
said
The turning point, Smock said,
creased further after several repair Michael Moraga, a sophomore
ma- was when he met a former classmate
bids were made late last week.
joring in English.
preaching on a corner.
A woman who only identified herCampus Ministries U.S.A. is foself as Sister Pat alternated preaching with Smock througout the day. cusing its efforts on California. The
next
stop on their itinerary will be at
Due to space constraints, the
She said the heckling didn’t bother
Stanford today. Then they move on
Spartan Daily did not publish
her.
to Berkeley on Tuesday. San Francomics today. Publication will
-That’s what gets the crowd. We cisco State on Wednesday. and back
!Milne tomorrow.
want them to interact," she said. "If to Berkeley on Thursday.

’I think half the
people listening
were bigger fools
than he.’

Editor’s note
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autism & related disabilities Full
and part Ur. positions available
Stalling 56-$6.25 hr Call (406)
448-3953
COUNSELOR GROUP HOME for autistic children Great experience for
ed
end related
psych. spec
Heide FT & PT positions Call klF 4.5, 3774412 377-1494

ing shows For details, call 212AIRHITCH,
864-2000 or write
2901 leroedwary, &Me 100A, NY.

MARKETING & SALES
Coordlnetors end National Marketing Director. needed. You
chum, your Income level Bob

NY 10025

964-0866

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can &Mord?
We hew guilty eons at low
price* Monthly terms available
Call Mark Ellice at 1408)943-9190
tor no obligation quote
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now, Saw your teeth, eyes
e nd Money too Dimling. and offIce vie. at no cherge For brochure wee AS office or Student
Hulth Cuter or call (401)371.811 In San Jose
ST PADDY’S DAY, Watch the Sperten
Daily for details on the corning of
Paddy Murphy at Market St

SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every Interest. Ro.
friendship,

adventure

leve your mesuge or you can
hear six ’wimples from others.
try II. you’ll be glad you dld Call
deity.

kkessages

quently Only 02

change
sny loll

FOREIGN STUDENTS 4 SCHOLARS
inti businesses investors seek
foreign nationals with first hanci
knowledge of economic. bull net.. scientific, & politicel conditions In horns country tor coneult.
essistance For info send
resume to BCS Int1,700 St Marys
PI
Suite
14130 San Antonio.
10 70205 or 900-625.2820 E xt 656
LIFEGUARDS- SEASONAL & year
round positions available now
Ssiary: Lifeguard. 95.5046 40 In
60 hr
Pool
Managers
57

co-sa

Call 9442470.
MARKETING SALES -One of Ihe best
opportunities in Armoric." Zig

405-971.2002

mance.

DYNAMIC

fre-

AUTOMOTIVE
BUY A NEW CAR haside free for lese
money You pick the model. nuke
and accessories We find you the
but deal. no obligation independent broker. references cell KEN

Zink., international Marketing
Our professionals net five & sit
figures incomes monthly Compensation include.

commission

override., expenses & salary.
profit ehering, college tuition,
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complete Insurance
high income Cali *deuced MorAsk for Anthony 5591925

0.1109

Jeeps for $44 through
the government? Call for tuts’ 1314742-1142, eel 9115
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end
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100%
education
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AVAIL.
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& dry S apeClous arrangements
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Rent
0270 mo Call Ken or Cher et 2901845.
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Wept..
ciblo
Furn Unturn.
5340
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Ciod’ unse of mystery. not
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at the Vivan Chapel of the ist
United Methodist Church, 24 N
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share our vision For further info,.
mations 0111 374.7451 evenings
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
hair removed forever Specrelist
Confidential.
your
very
own
probe 247-7486. 335 5 esywood
Ave .5.0 Jose
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
&may morning n 10 45 AM el
Campus Christian Center. 10th &
San Carlos For more Inforrution
about iutivillec call Rev Nona
Firnhaber et 296-0204
WOULD LIKE TO FIND einCere coring ferule to live with I aim a
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29142306 eller 4 p

Cell Brian et
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toll. If any
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time, Off’ Update Properties Dew
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soften. Dome 406-995-5200
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In person at Underground Records, 371 S First Si
OFFICERS PROCESS
SECURITY
SERVERS Full part time suunty
offthere III stints Full part time
evening proem tenure We will
train Apply In person Mon -Fri,
200 Merlailen An., Sen
Jose. Audercts, Inc
TEACHER AIDE for preschool PT
9611r. 6 units ECE req HOBBIT
DAY NURSERY 2116-0613
TELEMARKETING!
SETTING. Pert

APPOINTMENT
thnit,

$200 wk
Walking

POSSISILE. dolly teen
dietance from campus. triendly
Afatmosphere
supportive
ternoon S owning stn01$ await
ebie Good voice & PWorthlflY
Cali BIAS .1 2913033

two.

2111,5439.
WAITERS A WAITRESSES WANTED
tor lunch W46 Mal be 21 00 000’
Apply 2:303 30 ME 21111.741111
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rooming Sou. neer campus Experience end Ws 265.231450.6
Nonotholuer, napes
SeUtle 10 41110 SO poelbon Peep
li.urtly. no exp nisi ’TNT,
dey tertng,grue shells Mealy
pay d.lal weed benefits We ers

SERVICES

EDITING,

RE-

SEARCH’, Quality work Csil DEE
et (404)292-7029
SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Coual
snd evening wear, specialicing in
weddings. 10.1011. 010 RE ASONA/OLE RATES, quality work In Willow Glen area call Maria al 449-

T-SHIRTS tor fraternities. sorotitiu,
clubs. Wetness Custom screen
printing on shirt.. sweats. and
tickets Quality work at reasonsbe rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug an (406)262-7377.
Monday through Friday 3-10 PM
WRMNG.

RESEARCH

15% dIsCount to student* end faculty Cali before June 1. 1969 and
get your first spin at I 2 price
Unwonted Hall Dleappeers With
My Cane Gun Ciwigren. B E
5543500. 1645 5 floscorn Are.
IC
Half Today Gone Tomor-

pew. Ihuls stasisGhostwriting @Offing. re
All subword-procusing
sure.
tract.
CluelliNd
writers
Rewriting Catalogue Work guaranteed

Low rees
Communications Bwkray, (41S)
641.5036

TRAVEL
TWA OEFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
on enywhere any fare Purchau
your TWA student dluount card
now Also ink about TWA GET-

"It is important that we do not tie
the cost of attending CSU to the state
of the California economy because
there is no cause and relationship between the two," Kirmsse said.

Changes in student fees should be
related to the costs of operating a
university, she said.

PUBLISHING

’It is important that
we do not tie the
cost of attending
CSU to the state.’
- Leigh Kirmsse,
director of CSA

An "unidentified reduction" of
$14.2 million proposed in thebudget
will probably cut spending for student services, peer support programs, equal educational opportunity and cultural programs, Kirmsse
said.

career guidance, maintenance of
audio visual equipment and instructional services, according to a CSSA
document.
In addition to program reduction,
student officers are worried that rising fees will limit educational access
for low-income students.
The budget includes an additional
$3.3 million in campus-based financial aid, but does not increase the
number or amount of badly needed
Cal Grant awards. the CSSA literature says.

Additional reductions of $4 million will jeopardize student and cultural development, counseling and

"According to the Student Aid
Commission, of the 75,(XX) low-income students eligible for the two

CSSA members are also concerned about reduced university
funding called for in the budget.

If legislators oppose the 10 percent increase, the trustees will most
likely comply, according to Hawkins.
CSSA representatives will air
their views at senate budget committee hearings today and Tuesday.
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largest Cal Grant financial aid programs in 1987-88. 46,(XX) did not receive any grant assistance," the document says.
Approximately 6(10 student representatives from the 19 CSU campuses gathered in Sacrament() Feb.
27 and another 50 students met in
Long Beach this week to protest the
hikes.
Additionally. the CSSA has
launched a lobbying campaign
aimed at persuading legislators to
vote against the increases.
Legally, the trustees set university
fees, said David Hawkins. legislative director for CSSA.
But the trustees’ approval of the
hike "is not an action that is wntten
in stone.’ he said.
Both houses of the state legislature have yet to pass the governor’s
budget. he said.
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SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
SERUICE IS OUR MAJOR.

MAKE AN EASTER BASKET
FOR A FRIEND!
EASTER MARCH 26
ITEMS AVAILABLE FOR
YOUR EASTER BASKET

CANDY

GIFTS & CLOTHING

20% OFF
ALL SWEATSHIRTS
20% OFF
PICNIC BASKETS..

SPARTAN SNACK
CANNED SODA, POPCORN &
ANY 400 CANDY BAR
FOR $1.00
VALUE $1.40

GENERAL BOOKS
VELVETEEN RABBIT,
VELVETEEN RABBIT BOOK WITH
VELVETEEN RABBIT WITH TOY

ELECTRONICS

ILLUSTRATED BY HAGUE
PUZZLE

$1 1 95

CARRYING BAGS
WHEN YOU PURCHASE ANY
AIWA AUDIO EQUIPMENT

$ 8 95

THE FIRST 20 CUSTOMERS
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ASSORTED
EASTER
TITLES

BLACK DISK CARRIER BOX
REG. $1.25
NOW

$1.59 - $39.99
$ 2.99 - $6.99
$1.99 - $69.99
$2.99 - $4.99
$1.00 - $6.99
$ .99 - $5.99
$1.29 -$3.99
$1.99
$1.45

STUFFED ANIMALS
MUGS & MAGNETS
JEWELRY & WATCHES
RUBBER STAMPS
PENS & PENCILS
POTPOURRI & SOAPS
RIBBONS & BAGS
TOYS & GAMES
EASTER SLIDERS

CANDY

$5.99

AIWA

$ 7 95

GIFTS

2 /$1.50

$ .50
CADBURY EGG
$ .55
GUMMY RABBIT
EASTER CANDY BOX
$ .95
MILK CHOCOLATE BUNNY
$1.95
FLORAL CHOCOLATE EGG
$ .40
CHOCOLATE EGGS IN A CARTON
$1.30
MINI CHOCOLATE BUNNIES AND CHICKS $ .10
SUGAR EGG WITH SURPRISE INSIDE
$1.25

Make Spring Semester A Breeze
Save A Bundle on a Great Bundle

And...Get a Check Back in the Vail*:
Ifyoutv been waiting
to buy a Macintosh
computer there’s no time like
the present. Succeeding in
school these days takes
ambition, talent, hard work,
and the right tools. There’s
no better toolfor today’s
competitive world than the
Macintosh computer.
Until March 31,1989
Apple Computer Inc. is
cifering rebates on selected
Apple peripherals when purchased with a qualifying
Macintosh system configuration.* Each system
configuration has a
specified rebate value which
can be applied to the
purchase ofApple periph-

erals. The rebate can be
applied to more than one
peripheral purchased at the
same time.
The rebate amount is
limited to one half ofthe
Apple peripherals suggested
retail price and in some
cases the rebate value
assigned to a qualifying
Macintosh system will be less
than one-half ofthe Apple
peripherals suggested retail
price.

0..,,,fworth

rf 11,1.
II cad.

rmlu.14.
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The Great
Spartan Bundle:
Alazultosh SE w/ tdr
Apple Keyboard
Intro Class
IlyperCard
Microsoft Word
ImageWnter II
Spartan Starter Kit.
Surge Protector
Mouse Pad
Sony 2DD 10 Pak
An Pad 1250 Paper
Apple Ribbon (blk)

$2,092.78
90.72
FREE
FREE
74.95
481.51

Our regularly low price

$2,813.91

73.95

The Great Bundle price,. $2,332.00
You save an additional......S 48391
That’s a FREE ImageWriter 11 when
you purchase this bundle. Bundle
pncing available until April 1, 1989.

Full details and rebate
forms are available at

SPARTAN-e

This offer
not good
with any
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discount
erupt the
API*
Rebate
offer described
in this
ad.
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Other bundles with special pricing available-stop by the bookstore for more details.

Rebate Offer Ends Maw") 31,1989
.(.crtAtn re,strictions apply All rebates sublect to strict compliance with the Terms and Conditions of the ’Apple Pays Half* Program Guidelines available at your authorized Apple resellet. Offer cod where prohibited by law.

The Spartan Bookstore Computer Department accepts Apple Credit, Apple Loan to Own, Visa, MasterCard, personal checks, and cash.
Prices are for Faculty, Staff and Full -Time Students only. Payments made by check, Visa, or MasterCard must be in the name of the qualified SJSU buyer, parent or spouse Not good with arty
other offers. Limit-one system unit per customer. SPARTAN BOOKSTORE COMPUTER DEPAR’IMENT, 924-1809

STORE HOURS MON - THURS 7:15 R.M. TO 7 P.M.
FR I 7:15 R.M. TO 5 P.M.
SAT
1 0 R.M. TO 4 P.M.
LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT
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